8D Ethnic Ningxia Yinchuan

Yinchuan – Zhongwei - Guyuan (INCN8)

Sightseeing Highlights:
- Eastern Pyramids - West Xia Imperial Tombs; Helanshan Rock Carvings – A Prehistoric art gallery;
- Shapotou scenic area - one of the five biggest deserts;
- Qingtongxia 108 Pagodas - the ancient largest Lamaist Stupas;
- Huoshizhai National Geopark - famous for its unique "Danxia" landform;
- Xumi Mountain Grottoes - one of the 10 culturally-significant grottoes in China

Day 1: Singapore ➔ Yinchuan (MOB)
Assemble at the Singapore Changi Airport for your flight to Yinchuan, the capital city of Ningxia. Upon arrival, transfer to Hotel for check in.

Day 2: Yinchuan - Zhongwei (B/L/D)
- Qingtongxia One Hundred & Eight Pagodas (with boat ride), the ancient largest Lamaist Stupas
- Yellow River Altar stands on the hillside of the Jinsha Bay, namely the Golden Sand Bay at the upper reaches of Qingtong Gorge Stupas; Zhongwei, one of the important transportation hubs of the northwest

Day 3: Zhongwei (B/L/D)
- Shapotou Scenic Spot, one of the five biggest deserts. It offers a wide range of activities; camel-riding, sand-tobogganing, camel riding, and riding down the yellow river on a sheep-hide boat. Shapotou offers limitless excitement. You are on your own to do the activities like sand sliding, camel riding, sheepskin rafting, and sand surfing.
- Characteristics of north and south of Chinese ancient architecture – Gao Temple
- The palace of the Yellow River is located in the Yellow River Times square

Day 4: Zhongwei - Guyuan (B/L/D)
- Xumi Mountain Grottoes of Guyuan County, is one of the 10 culturally-significant grottoes in China. First built in the Northern Wei Dynasty (368-534) and then reconstructed many times in other dynasties, it is the largest such relic in Guyuan.
- Huoshizhai National Geopark, famous for its Danxia geomorphic, Cliffs, peaks, mountain ridges and rocks stand spectacularly on Loess Plateau

Day 5: Guyuan - Yinchuan (B/L/D)
- Hui Culture Park is the only theme-park in China that displays ethnic Hui culture, religion and traditions (Muslim Square, Ethnic Hui Museum, A ritual palace, a Hui Ethnic Street). You can fully enjoy Hui folk culture, religion, dances, songs and movies and food in the park
- Yinchuan Drum Tower + Yinchuan Jade Emperor Pavilion (Yuhuangge)

Day 6: Yinchuan (B/L/D)
- Helanshan Rock Carvings (with battery tram) were done by the nomadic people in north China during Warring States period and Western Xia State. These carvings depict the life, religious activities, wars, herding, and hunting of the minority peoples at that time; Feel the history of xixia dynasty - Xixia Garden
- West Xia Imperial Tombs - West Xia Kingdom is one of the mysteries in history, and these imperial tombs reflect its former glories + Western Xia Museum displays the history and vicissitudes of Western Xia Dynasty

Day 7: Yinchuan (B/L/D)
- Shui Dong Gou is reputed as "the Birthplace of China's Prehistoric Archeology"
- The Yellow River Bund, Yinchuan waterfront promenade;
- The Chinese Wolfberry Pavilion, also know as Goji are popular at home and abroad

Day 8: Yinchuan ➔ Singapore (Packed Breakfast)
Transfer to airport for flight back to Singapore. We hope you had a memorable vacation with ASA Holidays and thank you for your support.

- Service Fee for local guide and driver: RMB25 x 8D = RMB200 per pax
- Sequence of itinerary is subject to change without prior notice at the local agent’s discretion. Tour groups on different flight schedule may be merged
- All the hotel grades are based on the local standard in China. Before begin officially graded by national regulation in China, the hotel grades are graded as [Standard of X-star] to indicate the standards of hotels for reference; If the English copies do not fully with actual standard happened, will be based on the Chinese copies.
- If there any discrepancies between the English & Chinese versions of the itinerary, the latter will be taken as the correct version.
- This itinerary is prepared by ASA Holidays and all rights are reserved. No part of this itinerary may be reproduced or copied without permission.(29/2)